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TRY THIS. STAND UP, bring
your feet tightly together
pointing forward. Bend over
to make a flat tabletop, with
your back slightly arched at
the bottom and your arms
hanging loose. Keep that
arch in your back as you
return to upright and bring
your arms 45° away from
your sides. Head level, not
leading your body. Eyes
level too. Hold that position.
This is the fundamental
posture of Noh theatre, as
crucial to its performance
as fifth position is to ballet.
Now try to walk.
Maintaining that posture,
slide one foot forward,
keeping it flat on the floor.
Raise your toes only at the
end of the step. Never raise
your heel. Never. Then
slide the other foot past
the first. Relax your knees.
Don’t look down. Walking
should be so smooth that
a closed fan balanced on
your head wouldn’t fall off.
The best way to
understand something
is to attempt it yourself.
On the second morning
of a two-day festival at
King’s Place entitled Noh
Reimagined: Sublime Illusions,
40 untrained people spent
75 minutes learning and
practicing the Noh posture
(kamae) and the manner
of walking or basic steps
(hakobi). Their patient
instructor, the experienced
Noh actor Masaki Umano,
explained that the training
for this art “depends on
the talent” but requires
at least ten years. “Real
practice begins when the
body grows to adulthood.”
Two lectures followed the
class, one about movement,
the other about the carved
wooden masks worn by
all Noh actors portraying
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Above: Noh actor Izutsu
Yoshimasa Kanze. Below: A
workshop during Noh Reimagined.

women, old men and
supernatural beings such
as ghosts, deities and
demons. That evening’s
concert featured several
selections for flute, hip
drum, shoulder drum and
stick drum, the only four
instruments that ever appear
on the Noh stage, and two
excerpts from the ancient
plays, performed by Umano
and Jiichi Asami, who had
assisted in the workshop.
As always, the slow
pace and incremental
adjustment of the hands
and head dominated the
movement, but after the
day’s instruction I began to
understand their purpose.
Usually considered an
archaic language reverently
preserved like an historical
artifact, the artform came
alive in each moment’s
communicative tension.
We’d been told the posture
is the result of eternal forces
pulling the body in all

directions at once, which
the actor must control by
exerting his own energy.
As he balances these
opposing forces – “It’s like
stepping on the accelerator
and the brake at the same
time” – he must also
establish a balance between
ritualised gestures, copied
from nature and pared to
the bare minimum, and
the viewer’s imagination.
Because the mask hides
his personality and a
voluminous costume hides

his shape and weight, “he
can become anyone,” and
the distilled movement frees
him further to define and
enlarge his character and
reveal it to the spectators.
This rigorous discipline
may sound wholly
theoretical, but I could see
the theory realised in the
two actors, who led our eyes,
thoughts and concentration
exactly where they intended.
The Clod Ensemble, on
the same programme,
evidently hoped that Snow
would have the same effect.
In place of movement
and live performers, a
single recorded voice,
accompanied by a single
recorded flute, delivered
a monologue “inspired
by the restless spirits in
Japanese Noh Theatre” into
the pitch-dark auditorium.
In the form of Japanese
verbal entertainment called
rakugo, literally “fallen
words,” an actor sits on the
stage alone and tells a long,
complicated comic story,
using a fan and a small
cloth as the only props.
It’s been described as “a
sitcom with one person
playing all the parts,” and
Clod Ensemble might want
to explore it. Buried in a
warm, engaging display of
impeccable artistry, Snow
left the audience cold.
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